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ASIS Europe 2017 – From Risk to
Resilience took place in Milan, Italy on
29-31 March 2017.
The event theme “Secure Today’s
Connected Enterprise” brought together
CSOs, CISOs and their team members
to assess and address complex cyberphysical risks.

Over 700 registrants from 48 countries
made this an impressive crowd of
both established and aspiring security
leaders with many global enterprises
represented.
The breadth and depth of the learning
opportunities, spanning 75 sessions
across 6 stages in 2 days helped draw
a diverse audience.
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This provided a platform for the
exchange of ideas across critical
infrastructure, manufacturing, and
financial services, to digital enterprises
such as Facebook and Paypal plus the
public sector, particularly municipalities,
keen to learn from corporate
experience.
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Breakdown by role in the industry
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TOP 15 countries represented
1 Italy
2 United Kingdom
3 USA
4 Netherlands
5 Germany
6 France
7 Switzerland
8 Belgium
9 Denmark
10 Turkey
11 Sweden
12 Croatia
13 Norway
14 Spain
15 Israel

Educational Programme
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Technology & Solutions
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Technology & Solutions
Track sessions

solutions and software
Travel risk management, travellers tracking solutions
Armoured vehicles
Crisis communication tools and methodology
Executive protection
Supply chain intelligence and protection
Access control
Perimeter protection
Risk management software
Data and metadata processing and analysis
Workforce and workplace safety and security
Counter espionage
Guarding
Security management training and education
Video surveillance systems
Open source intelligence platforms
Business continuity solutions
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Education: Technology & Solutions Track
Integrated in the conference programme was the
Technology & Solutions Track, designed to connect
the challenges faced by practitioners with the latest
innovations for a wide variety of risk assessment and
asset protection applications.
Exhibiting companies provided the content for these 25
sessions, setting the benchmarks for what is currently
possible and what is soon to come.

Keynote and Security Leaders Panel Debate:
Key Takeaways
IOT

QUANTUM COMPUTING

The opportunities presented by IoT
technologies are so great that businesses will not wait for their security
teams to be comfortable with the
innovations before pressing ahead
and going to market.

In the near future, quantum computing will render current cryptography and encryption obsolete so
a new era of security and privacy
concerns beckons.

Highlighted Conference Sessions
At a moment when the Internet of Things is making established
lines of responsibility obsolete, and the risk of terrorism and
political turmoil mean physical threats remain all too real, ASIS
Europe 2017 tackled the most challenging issues.
“From Corporate Cop to
Critical Business Partner”
Rudy Neefs, CPP, PCI, PSP, Director
Corporate Security EMEA, Tech Data

HUMAN FACTOR
DATA
the value of data is rapidly outstripping the value of physical
assets and successful companies
are now using 40% more data than
less successful onesexhibitors and
delegates already attached to their
entrance badge.

SECURITY BY DESIGN
Security needs to be integrated
in the research and development
phase of products - innovating
without security embedded costs
more in the long term and can
cause a loss of customer trust.

technology doesn’t lose information - people do.

RESPONSIBILITY
Where responsibility lies will be a key
question – is it up to the consumer to
insist on security and drive security
by design in product development?
Or, should it be the technology
providers’ role to help educate and
advise buyers?

“The Brussels Airport Attack
- a story of strength, hope
and resilience”
Wilfried Covent, Senior Security
Expert, Brussels Airport Company

“Security and Loss
Prevention Concepts and
Methodologies in a Fast
Paced, Customer Centric
Organisation”

“DutyCraft” = Exploring the
Legal and Moral Elements of
the Duty of Care with Global
Best Practices

Gilad Solnik, CPP, PSP, Director
Security & Loss Prevention, EMEA,
Amazon

Orhan Topcu, Senior. Regional
Security Manager MEA, Global
Security, Microsoft

Training workshop
“How to Structure and
Implement a Travel Risk
Management Programme”

Investigating Fraud and
Bribery in Complex Connected
Enterprises

Roger Warwick, CPP and Andy
Williams, CPP, Pyramid Temi Group

Training Workshop
“Fundamentals of Cyber
Security for non-IT
Professionals”

Christoph Rojahn, Forensics,
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Dissecting an Actual Iot
Botnet Attack
Avishay Zawoznik, Security
Researcher, Incapsula Security
Research Team, Imperva

Jaya Baloo, CISO, KNP Telecom.

Online Radicalisation and
Single Cell Terrorists
Totti Karpela, CEO, Peace of Mind
Threat Management

Networking activities
Welcome Party

President’s Reception

The event kicked off in style with an informal evening of networking
and entertainment powered by Nedap, in the unique hall of the
MUDEC (Museo delle Culture).

Hosted by the President of ASIS International and sponsored
by Tyco Integrated Fire & Security, this special evening at the
Museo della Scienza e della Tecnologia offered the opportunity to
meet, discuss and enjoy Italian delicacies, while discovering the
inventions of Leonardo da Vinci.

Spritz
After a busy first event day, everyone had a chance to relax,
recharge their batteries and enjoy a drink in the exhibition with
their fellow participants.
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